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Oasis
This year’s Denver Life
Magazine Designer
Showhouse has it all:
a gourmet kitchen,
gorgeous master suite,
generous patios, partyready lower floor, and (to
top it off) a get-awayfrom-it-all loft.

by DENVER LIFE MAGAZINE STAFF
photography by ASTULA INC.
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The

comfort zone. That’s what we’ve nicknamed this year’s Denver Life Magazine Designer
Showhouse. Because for all its “showiness”—the custom furniture and tile work, the
extravagant wallpapers, the bling-y chandeliers, and the roughly 30 pieces of jaw-dropping
artwork from Mirada Fine Art Gallery—it also feels like a real home.
“Each space was designed with comfort and functionality in mind. Things can be beautiful and still be
used every day. No space in your home should go unlived in,” says Caylin Engle, lead designer at Caliber
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Construction, which worked
with Denver Life Magazine,
David Pauuw Design, and more
than a dozen top Colorado
interior designers to transform
an empty Washington Park lot
into this 5,000-square-foot
urban oasis.
“Sometimes you find yourself
in homes where you know a
certain room might not ever
get used, but I think whoever
moves into this house is going
to touch every square inch,”
says Cassy Kicklighter Poole
of Kaleidoscope Design, who
designed the richly appointed
first-floor study. “The house
flows really nicely, the rooms
speak to one another well, and I
love that it’s on a corner lot.”
It’s true: The location,
on a south-facing lot only a
few blocks from Washington
Park, can’t be beat. Even the
designers who worked on the
house were impressed. “It’s
on a stunning corner lot on a
beautiful leafy street in a great
neighborhood that has wonderful boutiques, coffee shops,
and restaurants,” says Denise
Taylor of Cathers Home. “We
actually went off to lunch one
day while we were decorating
and ended up hitting about
five places. We went for lunch
in one, stopped in the next and
had coffee, went to a pastry
shop, and then, to keep ourselves from eating more, went
shopping and got our nails
done! The fact that you can do
all of those things in the same
neighborhood reminds me of
London, where I’m from. I
would move into this house in
a second.”
The house will be open to the
public from Sept. 8 to 23, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday, and 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday through Sunday (closed

“

THE HOUSE FLOWS REALLY NICELY, THE ROOMS SPEAK
TO ONE ANOTHER WELL, AND I LOVE THAT IT’S ON A
CORNER LOT.” —CASSY KICKLIGHTER POOLE OF KALEIDOSCOPE DESIGN

Mondays). For the fourth
straight year, 100 percent of the
$20 fee (11 and under, $5) will
directly benefit Habitat for Humanity of Metro Denver.
The property’s backstory
is unusual: After the lot was
bought and scraped by one construction company, and plans
drawn up by David Pauuw Design for a new spec home, it was
sold to a married couple who
asked Pauuw to tweak his plans.
Then the couple decided they’d
prefer to go with an alreadybuilt home, so the property
(and the house plans) were
sold to Brad Liber and his team
at Caliber Construction, who
thought they’d found the makings of a great 2018 Showhouse.
First, working with Paauw,
they changed a few key things
in the plans: “Based on discussions with realtors in the neighborhood, we knew we wanted to
have four bedrooms on the second floor, and when we realized
that the house faced the park
and the mountains, we decided
to move the master suite from
the back to the front, to capture
the sunsets,” says Engle. “Everyone on that floor still has access
to a bathroom, closet, and a
good-sized bedroom, and the
master bath is connected to the

laundry, which is really nice.”
Caliber tweaked the exterior,
too, adding pewter limestone
from Materials Marketing
(which provided all of the stone
and tile in the bathrooms,
kitchen, butler’s pantry, and
elsewhere throughout the
house), a rustic white brick
from North Carolina, a shed
roof, modern-feel bronze trim,
and a solid walnut slatted door
stained in ebony. They also created an expansive social area
in front. “In a corner lot, the
front yard is really important,”
says Engle. “Wash Park is a
neighborhood where people are
out on bikes or walking their
dogs all the time. Having a really great place to sit in front of
the house was important, and
the green space also balances
out the size of the home, which
is 3,700 square feet above
ground.”
Walk inside and you find
a classic main-floor plan: A
center hall with a study to the
right and a dining room to the
left. The dining space has huge
sliders that open onto the front
patio; on the back side of the
dining space is a butler’s pantry
that leads into a stylish, open
kitchen that has a large eat-in
area and abuts the home’s main
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living space. Sliders in the back
provide access to the backyard
patio and stand-alone garage.
To create a livable lower
floor, Caliber dug deep enough
to allow for 10-foot ceilings in
the basement, which includes
a main entertaining area (complete with a bar, glassed-in wine
closet, and pool table), plus two
extra bedrooms and a full bath,
perfect for guests, an exercise
room, or an office.
“The house is really well
thought out with a neat layout
and feels so comfortable,” says
Corinne Ekle of C2Designs.
“It’s not what you would normally see in Wash Park. The
natural wood floors against the
white walls feel fresh, and the
exterior façade and stonework
are unique and make for a
beautiful home.”
Engle worked hard to keep
things consistent throughout,
using Ultra Design Center as
the main lighting source and
Mirada Fine Art as the sole art
source, while still giving the
designers room to have fun.
“They did a good job keeping
the designers in tune with each
other. As you walk through, it
feels like one designer did the
whole place,” says Lindsay Kenison of Christy Sports. Adds
her colleague Shawn Rokosz:
“Even the color scheme from
the patio flows into the kitchen
and living room.”
The result is a house that
already feels like a home. “Every
space feels really great to be in,”
says Wendy Yates of AbigailElise Interiors, who designed
the top-floor loft. “As you walk
in, you are drawn to continue
throughout the house rather
than stop in every room. It has
a really easygoing flow.”
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Study
THE VISION
“We wanted the study to be
a place where you could both
entertain and relax,” Kicklighter
Poole says. “It’s right next to
the dining room, so we envisioned people wrapping up
dinner and moving to the study
for dessert or drinks. Or maybe
it’s the room where you read a
magazine and enjoy a cup of
coffee. Our goal was to take
the formality out of the formal living room and make this
space more comfortable.”

THE DESIGNERS

Cassy Kicklighter Poole and
Austin Horne,
Kaleidoscope Design
303.521.7297
kaleidoscopedesigndenver.com

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“The vibe,” she continues. “It’s
so easy to pick out cute things
and decorate a space, but to
truly add this layer of story
and vibe that sets it aside from
other spaces is something that
takes a special touch.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Don’t be afraid of putting pattern on pattern,” she says. “We
hear clients say, ‘Is that going
to match? Or ‘Is that going
to be too busy?’ If you do it
the right way, mixing patterns
elevates spaces above and beyond others. We really pushed
those limits in this room and it
came together nicely.”

“

ONE OF THE WAYS WE OFFSET THE BLACK WALLS WAS WITH THIS BEAUTIFUL
RUG. WHEN I WENT TO SHAVER-RAMSEY, I WENT STRAIGHT TO THIS PIECE
AND EVERYONE WAS LAUGHING BECAUSE IT’S A THEODOR TUDUC PIECE. HE
WAS A FAMOUS RUG FORGER (KNOWN FOR HIS BEAUTIFUL WORK).”
—CASSY KICKLIGHTER POOLE
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Dining Room
THE VISION

“The imaginary family that was
envisioned for the home leads
a really active lifestyle, so that
got me thinking about Colorado’s blue skies,” says Linin.
“And blue is a relaxing color,
and when you’re dining with
friends or family, you want to
relax and enjoy the evening.”

THE DESIGNER

Kim Linin,
Green Butterfly Design
970.281.9903
greenbutterflydesign.com

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“I love the triptych on the far
wall,” Linin says. “It’s a large
wall, and I wanted something
that would be the focal point
of the room but wouldn’t fight
with anything else. This piece
really spoke to me, with its almost abstract cloud image.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“In a dining room, the liveliness
comes from the activity and
the people in the room, so I
think it’s nice to have a calming,
relaxing space, so guests feel
they can really sit and enjoy
each other’s company.”

“

I LOVE THAT THE CHANDELIER IS NOT SYMMETRICAL. IT HAS AN ORGANIC
FEEL, SORT OF LIKE A FLUFFY CLOUD.” —KIM LININ
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Living
Room
THE VISION

Two words: modern luxury. “We
wanted it to feel luxurious and
comfortable,” says Taylor. “Our
focal point was the ShaverRamsey silk rug. We loved the
deep grays, gold tones, and
rose pinks.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“The mixture of materials and
textures,” continues Taylor. “For
instance, the wood table from
Phillips Collection on the wall
with the greenery is organic
and surrounded by metal.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Color is coming back and
we’re moving away from neutrals,” Taylor says. “Opt for
hues that bring you peace and
are harmonious with your surroundings.” Instead of reds,
choose greens, rose golds, and
soft grays—calming colors.

THE DESIGNERS

Denise Taylor and
Amanda Furlong,
Cathers Home
970.927.6556
cathershome.com

“

WE ALWAYS LIKE TO INCLUDE
GREAT BOOKS AND READING
MATERIALS TO ENCOURAGE PEOPLE
TO SLOW DOWN. ONE OF OUR
FAVORITES IN THIS ROOM IS ‘ASPEN
STYLE,’ BY AERIN LAUDER. IT TALKS
A LOT ABOUT ASPEN, WHERE OUR
DESIGN FIRM IS LOCATED.”
—DENISE TAYLOR
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Kitchen & Butler’s Pantry

“

I’M SO EXCITED ABOUT THE BACKSPLASH. IT’S A GEOMETRIC, ALMOST BROKEN-GLASS LOOK. IN THE BUTLER’S PANTRY I
CHOSE A SIMILAR TILE. IT REALLY POPS.” —CORINNE EKLE
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THE VISION

THE TAKEAWAY

“I pictured the family for the
home as a group that loves
entertaining. The two-tone cabinetry and island were chosen
while the home was being built,
and, once I saw them, I thought
rustic modern. The finishes
are more neutral, but they really pack a punch in terms of
depth and texture. The family
that does live in this home will
be able to easily add their own
touches. And the butler’s pantry, especially for a modern-day
family, screamed bar to me.”

“In terms of layout, I think it’s
important to think outside the
box on your island. Ours is
configured with an overhang
so people can sit at more of a
table setup rather than lined
up. It’s all about reimagining
what that eating and entertaining experience looks like. Also,
have fun with your butler’s pantry. Just because it’s a smaller
space doesn’t mean it can’t
have a huge impact.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“I repeated a cut-diamond
shape throughout the space,
and I love the subtlety of that.
It’s a special feature that makes
the room feel really cohesive,
but you can’t quite tell why.”
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Corinne Ekle, C2Design
720.457.1600
c2designinteriors.com
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The Nook
THE VISION

“I wanted to utilize great natural light in the space and make
it a comfortable place to gather
and dine casually. The mercury
glass light fixture, for instance,
adds a soft glow.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“The wallpaper is geometric,
beaded, and metallic. It has a
similar pattern to the kitchen
backsplash and, with the
beads, has some dimension. It’s
all about keeping things neutral
but adding depth and interest.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Don’t be afraid of layering
neutrals and textures as the
large design elements. Bring in
pops of colors in accessories
and details that can be interchanged often.”

THE DESIGNER

Corinne Ekle, C2Design
720.457.1600
c2designinteriors.com

“

THE NOOK TABLE WAS CUSTOM
DESIGNED BY OLIVER FROM CLAY
STREET WOODWORKS, AND IT
IS SO BEAUTIFUL. WE PUT THAT
GEOMETRIC SHAPE IN THE BASE
AND PAID ATTENTION TO DETAILS
LIKE MAKING IT SMALLER SO
PEOPLE CAN GET TO THE PATIO
DOORS.” —CORINNE EKLE
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Back Patio
THE VISION

“We were looking to update the
popular farmhouse look, the
style that designers like Joanna
Gaines are so known for,” Kenison says.

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“Everything in the space really
works well together,” Kenison
says. “The big cantilever umbrella added a great amount of
color and we were able to fit a
chaise longue out there, which
everybody loves to have in the
backyard.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Don’t be afraid to have fun,”
she adds. “We tend to not want
to go bright and crazy with
outdoor spaces, but the patio is
supposed to be a space where
you can add a ton of color and
really enjoy it. Make sure to add
those punches.”

THE DESIGNERS

Lindsay Kenison
and Shawn Rokosz,
Christy Sports
888.413.6966
christysports.com

“

“THE FABRIC ON THE PILLOWS,
BY SUNBRELLA, WAS THE
INSPIRATION BEHIND THE DESIGN,”
SAYS KENISON. “IT HAS A TRIBAL,
AZTEC FEEL AND THERE’S A LOT OF
FUN COLOR.” —LINDSAY KENISON
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Landing
THE DESIGNERS

HOW WE CHOSE THE ART

Mirada Fine Art’s Steve Sonnen helped the designers find the perfect pieces for every room in the house
You may feel a strange sense of continuity
throughout the rooms of this year’s Designer
Showhouse, and not without good reason.
Mirada Fine Art in Indian Hills—consistently
named one of the top 25 galleries in the nation
by the American Art Awards—provided every
painting you’ll find in the space, from the basement bar and living area all the way up to the
top-floor loft. Gallery owner Steve Sonnen sat
down with us to discuss the process of working with so many different designers on the
same project, and the excitement of seeing
real collective creativity in action.
What drew you to this ambitious project, supplying all the art for the Showhouse?
We work with designers a lot, but we’ve never
been on a project with so many different designers all bringing different visions to the space. It’s
been fun and challenging. It’s also been a great
opportunity for the gallery. Mirada is slightly
outside of town—close to Red Rocks—and sometimes when people see that we’re not located
downtown it scares them off. For that reason, we
thought it would be great to have a little presence inside the city for something like this. With
all these different designers looking for different
types of art, it gives us a chance to show the
breadth of work that we have here.
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What excites you about this year’s Showhouse?
The location and the contemporary interior of the
home are particularly exciting. Our gallery is housed
in an old log trading post—a funky, traditional building. We chose the space because we want to show
people how contemporary art can look in different
types of places. The Showhouse is another opportunity to do that, but in a much different way.
How did you begin working with the designers?
We walked through the house months ago, when
it was still being framed, just to get a sense of the
space. As things progressed, we encouraged the
designers to come into the gallery to see what
they liked. That gave us a general sense of their
vision and helped us make recommendations.
What did you enjoy most about the process?
We really enjoyed meeting the designers and seeing
how they worked. All of them were so wonderful
to collaborate with. They all have their own unique
visions, and it was fun to see how they incorporated
our art into their themes in various ways. Each room
has a distinct look, of course, and it’s fascinating to
observe the diversity in the different approaches.
It’s a great cross-section of the creative process.

MIRADA FINE ART
5490 Parmalee Gulch Rd, Indian Hills
303.697.9006 • miradafineart.com

Caylin Engle,
Caliber Construction
877.859.6533
caliber.co
Rob Osgard,
Howard Lorton Galleries
303.831.1212
howardlorton.com

THE VISION
“I really just wanted a hangout
space. It’s a nice little area to
curl up with a book,” says Engle. “Plus, it gives a good perspective on the loft and all the
little details in the stairway.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“This is a space that most
homes don’t have,” says Engle.
“It opens up the stairs and the
hall and really lets you appreciate the interior architecture of
the house.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“When you have an untraditional space like this, use it any
way you like: reading nook,
study space for the kids, or
whatever.”

DENVER LIFE
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“

WE HAD THE CHAISE CUSTOM MADE TO FIT TWO PEOPLE. WE CALL IT THE
‘CUDDLE CHAISE.’ YOU AND YOUR PARTNER CAN CUDDLE UP RIGHT THERE
NEXT TO THE FIREPLACE AND ENJOY EACH OTHER.” —NIKKI HOLT

Master Bedroom
THE VISION

THE TAKEAWAY

“We wanted the room to be
dramatic and moody, but still
bright and fresh,” says Holt. “So
we added one black focal wall,
to make a statement, and kept
the rest really serene. When
you walk in, and you have all
those windows at the tops of
the trees, you feel like you’re
in a treehouse. That’s why we
did the soft white linen drapes,
so we wouldn’t take away from
any of that.”

“I always like to have one focal
point in a master, and that is
the bed wall. A master should
also always have some element
of sophistication but still strike
a good balance with a casual,
comfortable vibe,” says Holt.

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL

THE DESIGNERS

Nikki Holt, Carter Brasch,
and Becca Hart,
Kimberly Timmons Interiors
303.904.8244
ktinteriors.net

“That dramatic headboard, custom made by Donnie Criswell
at Denver Modern, has a live
edge but it’s not too crazy and
jagged. It’s a perfect slab of
wood and he did an amazing
job,” Holt says.
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“

I WANTED A LITTLE BLING IN THE BATHROOM, SO I ADDED THE
CHANDELIER. IT’S HAND-FORGED BRASS, AND THE GLASS TUBES THAT
HANG DOWN ARE IN A STAR SHAPE.” —NIKKI HOLT

All closets by California Closets

Master
Bath
THE VISION

“We wanted to do one focal
wall in the bathroom to mimic
the master bedroom and keep
that theme going, so we created a black marble herringbone
wall in the shower where we
mixed matte and shiny pieces.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“I love the mixture that is happening on the vanity wall,
with the brass sconces, the
reclaimed-wood-frame mirror,
and then this earthy soapstone
countertop on top of a sleek
black vanity.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Don’t be afraid to mix metals. You’re not afraid to do it
when you dress—so why not
in rooms? You don’t need to
be all matchy-matchy, so we
have chrome plumbing fixtures
but a brass chandelier and a
brass-colored piece of art on
the wall.”

THE DESIGNERS

Nikki Holt, Carter Brasch,
and Becca Hart,
Kimberly Timmons Interiors
303.904.8244
ktinteriors.net
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Girl’s
Bedroom
THE VISION

“I wanted to do something
citrusy and fun, with exciting,
dynamic color,” says Layne.
“First we came up with the idea
of the peach walls with the soft
teal ceiling, and then we found
that super fun wallpaper, with
its monkeys and birds. This was
a young girl’s room, so I wanted
to make it exciting.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“We found the bohemian headboard first, and then decided
to paint it yellow to pick up
on one tone in the wallpaper.
It’s a fun room. It doesn’t have
to be perfect; it’s more fun if
it’s not perfect—there’s rattan,
there’s gold, there’s fur, there’s
acrylic….”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Don’t be afraid to take risks
with colors. Putting a color on
a ceiling can do some wonderful things, because it gives another level of contrast. I always
tell my clients: It’s not about
one particular item; it’s about
the entire composition, which
means placement and balance
and contrast.”

THE DESIGNER

Kim Layne,
Kim Layne Interiors
303.246.6680
kimlayneinteriors.net

“

I WANTED CURTAINS THAT WOULD JUMP OFF THE WALLPAPER, NOT BLEND
INTO IT. WE WANTED ALL KINDS OF COLOR MOVING AROUND. WE CALLED IT
A RAINBOW SHERBET ROOM.” —KIM LAYNE
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Nursery
THE VISION

“I just had a baby myself,” says
Marsh, “and just as in my son’s
room, I didn’t want this room to
be super girly or super boyish.
I wanted it to be neutral, and I
love black and white, so we did
the walls in those colors.” Adds
Brant: “And of course babies
like black and white because
they can see it….”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“We really liked the rug because it wasn’t too ornate but
still brought some texture into
the room,” says Marsh. “And
the dog chair is the most comfortable chair in the world; it
swivels and it rocks and the
material is super durable, so it’s
perfect for a nursery.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“You don’t have to do typical
nursery items in a nursery,”
says Marsh. “You can venture
out and use pieces, like the
dresser, that aren’t necessarily
baby furniture and can be used
later in life.”

THE DESIGNERS

Christy Brant
and Caitlin Marsh,
Lulu’s Furniture & Decor
303.756.2222
lulusfurniture.com

“

WE PURPOSELY DIDN’T DO WINDOW COVERINGS, BECAUSE WITHOUT THEM, THE ROOM FEELS LIKE A
TREEHOUSE, AND BABIES LOVE LOOKING OUTSIDE.” —CHRISTY BRANT
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THE TAKEAWAY

Teen’s Bedroom
THE VISION

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL

“Right now, we see a color
trend moving away from gray
to warmer tones, adding more
life back into palettes,” says Osgard. “I really wanted to show
that story. The colors in this
room aren’t incredibly bright,
but there is color in there—the
soft purples mixed with dusty
teals and then a little pop of
vibrant color in the outdoorsy,
rustic, modern-mountain paintings from Miranda Fine Art
overlooking the bed.”

“Again, it’s the color, from the
textural mohair on the extralong sham to the tone of the
walls,” he says. “With the gradation and balance of all those
colors together, nothing jumps
out drastically—other than the
contrast shams. There’s a lot of
color in the room but it’s not
anything jarring. There’s a tranquility, almost a rich, masculine
spa feel to the space.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Don’t focus on rules or trends
too much. People get hung up
on matching all their metal ac-
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cessories, for example. I love
mixing metals. Here, the lamp
is gold-leafed, the hardware
on the nightstand is chrome,
the accents on the chest are
bronze. It makes the room a
little more casual, a little more
comfortable instead of perfectly matchy-matchy.”

THE DESIGNER

Rob Osgard, Howard Lorton
Galleries
303.831.1212
howardlorton.com

Laundry Room
THE VISION

“The days of the washer and
dryer tucked into the back corner of the basement are long
gone,” says Nusser. “I wanted
to bring in fresh, clean lines to
inspire comfort, while simultaneously enlivening the space
with plants, artwork, and different textures. This is a room you
should enjoy being in, without
feeling like its sole purpose is
the chore of laundry.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
As a utility room, the space
strives to combine form with
function. “I designed the metal
shelf above the sink and the
custom brackets to offer different functional options. I put artwork and plants on it to make it
decorative, but it’s deep enough
to hold a basket or a stack of
folded clothes. It adapts to the
needs of the moment.”

SEPTEMBER 2018 |

Don’t make the mistake of
thinking that a functional room
can’t be playful. Nusser’s advice: “Bring some plants into
the room. That always lightens
the mood.” You can also use
fun tile shapes to alleviate
starkness. “I used hexagons
here, but triangles would have
worked,” Nusser says. “It brings
a sense of liveliness to the atmosphere.”

THE DESIGNER

Jamie Nusser, J Designs
925.998.4289
jinteriordesigns.com
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Loft

THE VISION
“We set it up as an escapebased, lounging loft,” says
Yates. “We saw it as a multifunctional space because the
home already had a pool table
and a place to watch movies.
The loft (with a spa station
above, a social area upper right,
and a reading sofa lower right)
is where you go to unplug and
not sit in front of a screen. The
whole family could be up there
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I LOVE ALL THE LIGHT IN HERE. THIS
IS THE PLACE WHERE PARENTS
CAN SIT AND ENJOY A GLASS OF
WINE WITH A FRIEND WHILE
THEIR, SAY, TEENAGE DAUGHTER
IS ALSO GETTING PEDICURES WITH
HER FRIENDS. IT’S ALSO A GREAT
PLACE TO MEDITATE.”—WENDY YATES

doing multiple things, but still
be together.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“The nook with the pedicure station,” Yates says. “With our busy
schedules, being able to stay at
home and have someone come
give you a spa treatment or just
lounge and read is a luxury. It’s
the perfect cozy place.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Embrace challenges. There is
sometimes trial and error even
for designers,” adds Yates.

“We had a hammock, treeswing piece, for instance, that
just wasn’t working in the loft
without another piece we had
planned on but couldn’t get.
Know that it’s OK to play with
different arrangements and
move things around. You don’t
have to have a solid plan.”

THE DESIGNERS

Wendy Yates, Katie McDonald,
and Jenna Redman,
Abigail-Elise Interiors
970.485.5228
aeinteriorsinc.com
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Downstairs
Family
Room
THE VISION

“We knew that the basement
family room, which needed
to include a pool table and a
bar, implied a party space,”
D’Amore Bauerle says. “Immediately, we both agreed that we
wanted to do something funky
and unexpected that had a
really fun vibe to it.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“Our design religion always
revolves around the rug. We
pulled the wall color from a
shade of blue in the rug, while
also making sure to offset it
with lighter accents because
it’s a such a dark, bold tone.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“Don’t be afraid of color,” says
D’Amore. “Everyone has the
notion that because you’re
in a basement and there’s
not a lot of light, you have to
paint the walls beige. Color
is what makes this particular
room warm and inviting. I use
that concept with my clients
whenever I’m working in lowerlevel parts of a home. Don’t
be afraid, have fun with it, and
show some personality.”

THE DESIGNERS

Marilyn D’Amore and Gina
D’Amore Bauerle,
D’Amore Interiors
303.422.8704
damoreinteriors.com
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Bar &
Pool Room
THE VISION

“For one of our main pieces, we
selected a long pub table that’s
made from a bicycle—definitely
a Colorado look,” says D’Amore
Bauerle. “It’s a fun item and
it sets the tone for the whole
room—industrial and funky.”

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL
“To make the space more fun,
we used little dog features
throughout the room,” says
D’Amore. “If you look closely,
you’ll see them: dog statues and
dog photographs and books.”

THE TAKEAWAY
“When we’re designing a space,
we like to pretend it’s our own
house. For this room, we tried
to visualize what it would be
like if we were throwing a
party down here. We asked
ourselves, ‘What would make it
more comfortable for us?’ Then
we went from there.”

THE DESIGNERS

Marilyn D’Amore and Gina
D’Amore Bauerle,
D’Amore Interiors
303.422.8704
damoreinteriors.com
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“

What’s new in 2018

WE ASKED OUR DESIGNERS TO NAME THEIR FAVORITE TRENDS
l “People are finally veering away from the neu-

tral-on-neutral palette. I’m loving the revival
of bold colors, patterns, and wall coverings.
All those layers that have been so successful
throughout time are coming back and proving
themselves to be not just trends, but beautiful
architectural movements.”
—Cassy Kicklighter Poole, Kaleidoscope Design

l “ The re-introduction of natural textures like

alpaca, cashmere, and wools and the layering
of those soft materials. People often shy away
from these fabrics, but they are actually more
durable than you think. The natural lanolin in
the fabric helps them stay clean, unlike more
manmade fibers.” —Denise Taylor, Cathers Home
l “ There’s a new Pendleton collaboration line

with Sunbrella coming out. We’re excited to
start seeing fabrics traditionally meant for more
indoor living come outside. We’re also seeing a
lot of wicker, with more full-weave.” —Lindsay
Kenison, Christy Sports

l “Besides color coming back, I feel like lighting

is getting really exciting, fun, and creative.” —

Kim Linin, Green Butterfly Design

l “Single pops of jewel colors.”
—Christy Marsh, Lulu’s Furniture and Decor

l “I think my favorite trend of 2018…I guess it’s

more 2017, maybe even late 2016…would be
patterns and fun Moroccan tiles. I try not to
design too trendy, though. I like to keep it classic and simple.” —Jamie Nusser, J Design
l “ The last three years at High Point Market

we’ve seen the warming of grays. They have
not used the word ‘taupe’ yet—we haven’t
quite gotten there. But we buy showroom
samples, and they now have a tan-brown,
warm element to them that was missing three
years ago. Back then, everything would’ve
been charcoal or light gray. Now things are
warming back up and softening. We’re seeing
pinks come back in, too.” —Rob Osgard, Howard
Lorton Denver Furniture & Design

l “I feel really excited about being able to mix

styles now. Ten years ago, or even five years ago,
you would have said, ‘My house is contemporary’ or ‘My house is farmhouse,’ but now you
might say ‘modern farmhouse.’ ” —Nikki Holt,
Kimberly Timmons Interiors

Lower-Level Guest Bedroom
THE VISION

WHAT MAKES THE ROOM SPECIAL

THE TAKEAWAY

“We started with the bedding—
the duvet cover and shams from
John Robshaw Textiles,” says
Louis. “We were excited to bring
in color and a hint of playfulness
to balance the sophistication.”
Adds Myers: “Oftentimes these
basement bedrooms are a little
darker, so we wanted to bring
more of a bold, fun element
down there. The bedding helps
accomplish that.”

“The dresser is a unique piece,”
Louis says. “It’s lacquered blue,
and you don’t typically see lacquered dressers in bold colors.
It stands out better than the
classic white or natural wood
tone. It’s a handmade and original piece from Kindel, part of
the Dorothy Draper Collection,
made in the States, which is
rare nowadays.”

“Working off of one pattern
is always a good idea,” Myers
advises. “I think finding something that you love and working around that is easier than
going all over the place. For
instance, we chose the duvet
cover fabric because we loved
it, and then we designed the
whole room around that.”
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l “We’re excited that grays are starting to go out

THE DESIGNERS

Molly Myers and Olivia Louis,
The Brass Bed
866.254.6367
brassbedfinelinens.com

a little bit, and warmer tones are coming in.
There was a lot of gray in the past, and we still
love gray, but we’re excited about more color.
Also the mixing of silver and gold accent features.” — Olivia Louis, Brass Bed Fine Linens
l “ There has been so much white and that is

lovely and beautiful, but I have been excited
to see really dynamic, fun color.” —Kim Layne,

l “ You’re asking the wrong people because Gina

and I don’t believe in trends. We’re just not
trendy people. Every client that we get has a
different look, a different type of home. We
have so many projects going right now and no
two of them are alike.” —Marilyn D’Amore, D’Amore
Interiors

l “ To be honest, I don’t follow many trends. I

notice them, but I try to stay away from getting too committed to them. However, I will
always be a fan of gold and brass and the
popularity of the color white that’s going on
right now. I think those will continue to be
classic and timeless looks.” —Wendy Yates, AbigailElise Interiors

Kim Layne Interiors
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